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View the ECS Portal Dashboard
The ECS Portal Dashboard provides critical information about the ECS processes on
the VDC you are currently logged in to.

The Dashboard is the first page you see after you log in. The title of each panel (box)
links to the portal monitoring page that shows more detail for the monitoring area.

Figure 1 ECS Dashboard

Upper-right menu bar

The upper-right menu bar appears on each ECS Portal page.

Monitoring Basics
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Figure 2 Upper-right menu bar

1 42 3 5

Menu items include the following icons and menus:

1. The Alert icon displays a number that indicates how many unacknowledged alerts
are pending for the current VDC. The number displays 99+ if there are more than
99 alerts. You can click the Alert icon to see the Alert menu, which shows the five
most recent alerts for the current VDC.

2. The Help icon brings up the online documentation for the current portal page.

3. The Guide icon brings up the Getting Started Task Checklist.

4. The VDC menu displays the name of the current VDC. If your AD or LDAP
credentials allow you to access more than one VDC, you can switch the portal view
to the other VDCs without entering your credentials.

5. The User menu displays the current user and allows you to log out.

View requests
The Requests panel displays the total requests, successful requests, and failed
requests.

Failed requests are organized by system error and user error. User failures are
typically HTTP 400 errors. System failures are typically HTTP 500 errors. Click
Requests to see more request metrics.

View capacity utilization
The Capacity Utilization panel displays the total, used, available, reserved, and
percent full capacity.

Capacity amounts are shown in gibibytes (GiB) and tibibytes (TiB). One GiB is
approximately equal to 1.074 gigabytes (GB). One TiB is approximately equal to 1.1
terabytes (TB).

The Used capacity indicates the amount of capacity that is currently in use. Click
Capacity Utilization to see more capacity metrics.

Monitoring Basics
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View performance
The Performance panel displays how network read and write operations are currently
performing, and the average read/write performance statistics over the last 24 hours
for the VDC.

Click Performance to see more comprehensive performance metrics.

View storage efficiency
The Storage Efficiency panel displays the efficiency of the erasure coding (EC)
process.

The chart shows the progress of the current EC process, and the other values show
the total amount of data that is subject to EC, the amount of EC data waiting for the
EC process, and the current rate of the EC process. Click Storage Efficiency to see
more storage efficiency metrics.

View geo monitoring
The Geo Monitoring panel displays how much data from the local VDC is waiting for
geo-replication, and the rate of the replication.

Recovery Point Objective (RPO) refers to the point in time in the past to which you
can recover. The value is the oldest data at risk of being lost if a local VDC fails before
replication is complete. Failover Progress shows the progress of any active failover
that is occurring in the federation involving the local VDC. Bootstrap Progress shows
the progress of any active process to add a new VDC to the federation. Click Geo
Monitoring to see more geo-replication metrics.

Monitoring Basics
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View node and disk health
The Node & Disks panel displays the health status of disks and nodes.

A green check mark beside the node or disk number indicates the number of nodes or
disks in good health. A red x indicates bad health. Click Node & Disks to see more
hardware health metrics. If the number of bad disks or nodes is a number other than
zero, clicking on the count takes you to the corresponding Hardware Health tab
(Offline Disks or Offline Nodes) on the System Health page.

View alerts
The Alerts panel displays a count of critical alerts and errors.

Click Alerts to see the full list of current alerts. Any Critical or Error alerts are linked
to the Alerts tab on the Events page where only the alerts with a severity of Critical
or Error are filtered and displayed.

Monitoring Basics
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Using monitoring pages
Introduces the basic techniques for using monitoring pages in the ECS Portal.

The ECS Portal monitoring pages share a set of common interactions as described in
the sections below.

Table navigation
Highlighted text in a table row indicates a link to a detail display. Selecting the link
drills down to the next level of detail. On drill down displays, a path string shows your
current location in the sequence of drill down displays. This path string is called a
breadcrumb trail or breadcrumbs for short. Selecting any highlighted breadcrumb
jumps up to the associated display.

Figure 3 Navigating with breadcrumbs

On some monitoring displays, you can force a table to refresh with the latest data by
clicking the Refresh icon.

Monitoring Basics
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Figure 4 Refresh icon

Filter by date and time
The standard monitoring filter provides the ability to narrow results by date and time.
It is available on several monitoring pages. Some pages have additional filter types,
described on those pages.

You can select a Data Time Range pre-defined value (in hours, weeks, or months) or
select Custom to specify a From and To date and time. For the To value, you can
select the current time. After selecting a Date Time Range, and click Apply. The Filter
panel closes and the page content updates. When closed, the Filter panel shows a
summary of the applied filter settings and provides a Clear Filter command and a
Refresh symbol.

Figure 5 Closed Filter panel showing summary of applied filter

If you want the Filter panel to stay open, click the Pin icon before you click Apply.

Figure 6 Open Filter panel with date and time range selections

When the table has the Current filter applied, the latest values are displayed. When
the table has a date-time range filter applied, it displays the average value over that
period.

History
When you select a History button, all available charts for that row display below the
table. You can mouse over a chart from left to right to see a vertical line that helps you
find a specific date-time point on the chart. A pop-up display shows the value and
timestamp for that point.

The date-time scale is determined by the filter setting that has been configured. When
the Current filter is selected, the charts show data from the last 24 hours. History
data is kept for 60 days.

Monitoring Basics
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Figure 7 History chart with active cursor

In the history charts, when the Current filter is selected, if there is no available
historical data, No Data displays.

Figure 8 History chart with no data
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Monitor metering data
You can display metering data for namespaces, or buckets within namespaces, for a
specified time period.

The available metering data is detailed in Metering data on page 20.

Using the ECS Management REST API you can retrieve data programmatically with
custom clients. The ECS Management REST API Reference is provided here.

Procedure

1. In the ECS Portal, select Monitor > Metering.

2. From the Date Time Range menu, select the period for which you want to see
the metering data. Select Current to view the current metering data. Select
Custom to specify a custom date-time range.

Metering is not a real-time reporting activity but is performed as a background
process and some delay in reporting can occur. The longest delay is normally
about 15 minutes. However, where the system is under heavy load, or is
unstable, longer delays can be seen. If you are encountering much longer delays
contact ECS Customer Support.

If you select Custom, use the From and To calendars to choose the time period
for which data will be displayed.

Metering data is kept for 60 days.

Note

The Current filter displays the latest available values. A date-time range filter
displays average values over the specified range.

3. Select the namespace for which you want to display metering data. To narrow
the list of namespaces, type the first few letters of the target namespace and
click the magnifying glass icon.

If you are a Namespace Administrator, you will only be able to select your
namespace.

4. Click the + icon next to each namespace you want to see object data for.

5. To see the data for a particular bucket, click the + icon next to each bucket for
which you want to see data.

To narrow the list of buckets, type the first few letters of the target bucket and
click the magnifying glass icon.

If you do not specify a bucket, the object metering data will be the totals for all
buckets in the namespace.

Monitoring ECS
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Figure 9 Metering page with criteria selected

6. Click Apply to display the metering data for the selected namespace and bucket
for the specified time period.

Monitoring ECS
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Note

While all buckets in a geo-federation can be selected in metering, if a selected
bucket is not associated with a replication group to which the VDC that you are
logged into belongs, metering information cannot be retrieved for that bucket.
In this case, after a wait, the bucket is listed as No data. To get the metering
information for the bucket, log into the VDC that owns the bucket or any VDC
that is part of the replication group to which the bucket belongs.
Depending on the Date Time Range selected, the attributes displayed in the
Metering Page change. If Current option is selected, only Namespace, Buckets,
Bucket Tags, Total MPU Parts, Total MPU Size, Total Size, Object Count, and
Last Updated attributes are displayed in the table. If Custom or any other time
range is chosen, the Namespace, Buckets, Bucket Tags, Total MPU Parts, Total
MPU Size, Total Size, Object Count, Objects Created, Objects Deleted, Write
Traffic and Read Traffic attributes are displayed in the table and the Last
Updated attribute is not displayed.

Metering data
Object metering data for a specified namespace, or a specified bucket within a
namespace, can be obtained for a defined time period at the ECS Portal Monitor >
Metering page.

The metering information that is provided is shown in the table below.

Table 1 Bucket and namespace metering

Attribute Description

Namespace Namespace selected.

Buckets Bucket selected for which the metering data applies. If blank the data is for all
buckets in the namespace.

Bucket Tags Lists any name=value bucket tags associated with the bucket.

Total MPU Parts The number of MPU parts that have been created and not used as part of a
complete MPU operation.

Total MPU Size The total disk size occupied by MPU parts that have been created and not used as
part of a complete MPU operation.

Total Size (GB) Total size of the objects stored in the selected namespace or bucket at the end
time specified in the filter. If the size is less than 1GB, then the portal displays 0GB.

Object Count Number of objects associated with the selected namespace or bucket at the end
time specified in the filter.

Last Updated If the Current filter is selected, Last Updated displays the time until which
metering data can be considered consistent. This can help you determine any delay
in reported metering stats. The metering stats may include some data on the
operations performed after the last updated time.

Objects Created Number of objects created in the selected namespace or bucket in the time period.

Objects Deleted Number of objects deleted from the selected namespace or bucket in the time
period.

Monitoring ECS
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Table 1 Bucket and namespace metering (continued)

Attribute Description

Write Traffic Total of incoming object data (writes) for the selected namespace or bucket during
the specified period. Values are displayed in a size unit based on the size of the
data.

Read Traffic Total of outgoing object data (reads) for the selected namespace or bucket during
the specified period. Values are displayed in a size unit based on the size of the
data.

Note

Metering is not a real-time reporting activity but is performed as a background
process and some delay in reporting can occur. The longest delay is normally about 15
minutes. However, where the system is under heavy load, or is unstable, longer delays
can be seen. If you are encountering much longer delays contact ECS Customer
Support.

Note

When there are a large number of concurrent requests, ECS metering can ignore some
requests so that they do not impact system performance. Hence, the Write Traffic
value can show less that the actual Write bandwidth.

Monitor capacity utilization
You can monitor capacity utilization from the ECS Portal Monitor > Capacity
Utilization page. You can monitor the capacity utilization of storage pools and nodes
as well as the entire VDC.

The Capacity Utilization page has the following tabs:

l Capacity: view summary data about the total, used, available, and reserved storage
capacity of storage pools and nodes

l Used Capacity: view data about the used capacity for the VDC and storage pools

l Garbage Collection: view data about garbage detected, recovered capacity,
capacity that is pending reclamation, and capacity that cannot be reclaimed

l Erasure Encoding: view erasure-encoded data in a local storage pool, data that is
pending erasure encoding, and the current erasure encoding rate and estimated
completion time

l CAS Processing: view garbage data collection for CAS (Content Addressable
Storage) buckets.

Tables showing capacity usage data display in each of the tabs. You can drill down into
the nodes and to individual disks by selecting the appropriate link in each table. Each
row has an associated History display that enables you to see how the data has
changed over time. To graphically display how capacity has changed over time, select
History for the storage pool, node, or disk that you are interested in. History data is
kept for 60 days.

See Using monitoring pages for information about navigating the tables.

Monitoring ECS
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Monitor capacity

You can use the Capacity tab to view capacity utilization data for:

l Storage Pools (Storage pool capacity utilization on page 22)

l Nodes (Node capacity utilization on page 23)

l Disks (Disk capacity utilization on page 23)

l Used Capacity (Monitor used capacity on page 24).

You can view summary storage usage data about total, used, available, and reserved
storage capacity for storage pools and nodes.

Reserved capacity is the approximately 10 percent of the total capacity that is
reserved for failure handling and for performing erasure encoding or XOR operations.
Reserved capacity is not available for writing new data.

The tab opens with the Storage Pools capacity table displayed. To view capacity data
for individual nodes, click the appropriate link in the Nodes (Online) column to display
the Nodes table. Click the appropriate link in the Disks (Online) column to view
capacity data for individual disks.

You can display average values over a selected date-time range or over a custom time
range using the Filter drop-down menu. The Current filter displays the latest available
values and is the default filter value.

Storage pool capacity utilization

Table 2 Capacity utilization: storage pool

Attribute Description

Storage Pool Name of the storage pool.

Nodes (Online) Number of nodes in the storage pool followed by the number of those nodes
currently online. Click this number to open: Node capacity utilization on page 23.

Online Nodes with Sufficient Disk Space

Note

Does not appear if a filter other than

Current is applied.

Number of online nodes that have sufficient disk space to accept new data. If too
many disks are too full to accept new data, the performance of the system may be
impacted.

Disks (Online) Number of disks in the storage pool followed by the number of those disks that are
currently online.

Total Total capacity of the storage pool that is currently online. This is the total of the
capacity already used and the capacity still free for allocation.

Used Used online capacity in the storage pool.

Available (Reserved)

If the Current filter is applied, Available
(Reserved) displays. If a filter other than

Current is applied, only Available
displays.

Online capacity available for use, including the approximately 10% of the total
capacity that is reserved for failure handling and for performing erasure encoding
or XOR operations.

Monitoring ECS
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Table 2 Capacity utilization: storage pool (continued)

Attribute Description

Actions History provides a graphic display of the data. If the Current filter (default) is

selected, the History button displays total, used, and available capacity for the last
24 hours. History data is kept for 60 days.

Node capacity utilization

Table 3 Capacity utilization: node

Attribute Description

Nodes Fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the node.

Disks (Online) Number of disks associated with the node followed by the number of those disks
that are currently online. Click disk number to open: Disk capacity utilization on
page 23

Total Total online capacity provided by the online disks within the node. This is the total
of the capacity already used and the capacity still free for allocation.

Used Online capacity used within the node.

Available (Reserved)

If the Current filter is applied, Available
(Reserved) displays. If a filter other than

Current is applied, only Available
displays.

Remaining online capacity available in the node including reserved capacity.

Offline

(Displays only if the Current filter is
applied)

Total capacity of the node that is currently offline.

Online Status Indicates whether the node is online or offline. A check mark indicates the node
status is Good.

Actions History provides a graphic display of the data. If the Current filter (default) is

selected, the History button displays total, used, and available capacity for the last
24 hours. History data is kept for 60 days.

Disk capacity utilization

Table 4 Capacity utilization: disk

Attribute Description

Disks Disk identifier.

Total Total capacity provided by the disk.

Used Capacity used on the disk.

Available Remaining capacity available on the disk.

Online Status Indicates whether the disk is online or offline. The check mark indicates the disk
status is Good.

Monitoring ECS
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Table 4 Capacity utilization: disk (continued)

Attribute Description

Actions History provides a graphic display of the data. If the Current filter (default) is

selected, the History button displays total, used, and available capacity for the last
24 hours. History data is kept for 60 days.

Monitor used capacity

You can use the Used Capacity tab to view the used storage capacity for the current
VDC and for each storage pool in the VDC.

Table 5 Used capacity

Storage use Description

User Data The capacity used for the repository chunks representing data uploaded by ECS users.

System Metadata The capacity used by the ECS processes that track and describe the data in the
system.

Protection Overhead The combined overhead of triple mirroring and erasure coding for all user data, system
metadata, and geo data protection chunks protected locally.

Geo Cache The capacity used to cache chunks that are accessed locally but not stored locally.

Geo Copy The capacity used for Geo-replication chunks stored on the current VDC.

Garbage The capacity used by data that is no longer in use.

Storage usage is shown as color-coded bars, one color for the current VDC and a
different color for its storage pools. Tool tips for each colored bar correspond to the
status information in the numeric status line.

Figure 10 Used Capacity

Monitor garbage collection data

You can use the Garbage Collection tab to monitor garbage collection data for the
entire VDC or for individual storage pools. Use the Virtual Data Center drop-down
menu to select the storage type: Virtual Data Center or Storage Pool. Virtual Data
Center is the default.

Garbage collection is enabled by default at installation. Contact your customer support
representative to disable or re-enable this feature.
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The Garbage Collection page has the following sub-tabs:

l Garbage Detected: view summary garbage collection data.

l Capacity Reclaimed: view data about storage capacity reclaimed by the garbage
collection process.

Garbage Detected
Click the Virtual Data Center drop-down menu to view garbage detection data for the
entire VDC or individual storage pools.

Table 6 Garbage collection: garbage detected

Attribute Description

Storage Type The VDC or storage pool for which to view garbage collection data.

Total Garbage Detected The amount of reclaimable storage capacity detected on the system.

Capacity Reclaimed The amount of storage capacity reclaimed by the garbage collection process.

Capacity Pending Reclamation The amount of storage capacity identified as reclaimable but not actually
reclaimed yet.

Un-Reclaimable Garbage The amount of storage capacity that cannot be reclaimed at this time.

Capacity Reclaimed
Click the Filter button to set a filter for the reclamation data by VDC or storage pool
over a date/time range.

Table 7 Garbage collection: capacity reclaimed

Attribute Description

Storage Type The VDC or storage pool for which to view capacity reclaimed data.

Capacity Reclaimed The amount of storage capacity recovered following garbage collection.

User Data Reclaimed The amount of user data recovered.

System Metadata Reclaimed The amount of system metadata recovered.

Actions History provides a graphic display of the data. If the Current filter (default) is

selected, the History button displays the total reclaimed capacity for the last 24
hours. History data is kept for 60 days.

Monitor erasure encoding

You can use the Erasure Encoding tab to monitor the total user data and erasure
encoded data in a local storage pool. It also shows the current encoding rate and the
estimated completion time.

You can display average values over a selected date-time range or over a custom time
range using the Filter drop-down menu. The Current filter displays the latest available
values and is the default filter value.

Monitoring ECS
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Table 8 Erasure encoding metrics

Column Description

Storage Pool The storage pools from the current VDC.

Total Coding Data The total logical size of all data chunks in the storage pool which are subject to
erasure encoding.

Total Coded Data The total logical size of all erasure-encoded chunks in the storage pool.

Coded (%) The percent of data in the storage pool that is erasure encoded. Percent values
display with three decimal places in the history chart for accurate plotting. Percent
values display with two decimal points in the table, consistent with the format of
the other values in the table.

Coding Rate The rate at which any current data waiting for erasure encoding is being processed.

Est. Time to Complete The estimated completion time extrapolated from the current erasure encoding
rate.

Actions History provides a graphic display of the total coding data, total coded data,
percent of data coded, and coding rate per second. History data is kept for 60
days.

If the Current filter is selected, History displays default history for the last 24
hours.

Monitor CAS processing

You can use the CAS Processing tab to monitor unused CAS (Content Addressable
Storage) objects in CAS buckets within a selected namespace over a specified time
range. The unused CAS objects monitored by ECS include unreferenced blobs and
expired reflections.

In Centera terminology, there are three types of CAS objects: blob, clip, and
reflection.

l Blob: CAS data objects are called blobs (binary large objects). Blobs store data.
Blobs can be referenced by data objects of a different type called clips. A blob is
referenced by its Content Address (CA) that is stored in the Content Description
File (CDF) that references the blob. (The CDF of an existing blob is called a clip.)
When blobs are not referenced by live clips, these unreferenced blobs become
garbage data.

l C-Clip: Combination of a CDF and its related blobs.

l Reflection: CDF of a deleted C-Clip. A reflection is created after the deletion of a
C-Clip and provides an audit trail for each deleted C-Clip. Reflections may have
expiration times. (If there is no configured expiration time for a reflection, the
reflection is never deleted.)

Click the Filter drop-down menu to select a namespace containing CAS buckets and
to set a date/time range to view the number and size of unreferenced blobs and
expired reflections in CAS buckets.

Important: For ECS systems with existing CAS data that upgrade to 3.2.1, there is a
CAS garbage data bootstrap process that is automatically triggered post upgrade. The
bootstrap process builds necessary references over the existing CAS data and can
require a significant amount of time depending on the amount of existing CAS data.
During the bootstrap process, the unreferenced blob and reflection values will not
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change on the CAS Processing page. For example, you will see zero for the
unreferenced blob data detected and unreferenced blobs detected values. The values
will not change until after the bootstrap process is complete. If you see that the values
do not change over an extended period of time, call customer support.

Note that when you search for a namespace (using the Search... option at the bottom
of the list of namespaces in the Namespace drop-down field), the search functionality
is based on prefixes only. For example, a search for fin returns finance-
namespace-dev, while a search for dev would return nothing.

Table 9 CAS processing metrics

Attribute Description

Bucket The name of the bucket containing CAS data.

Unreferenced Blob Data Detected The amount of unreferenced blob data in the bucket (in bytes).

Unreferenced Blobs Detected The number of unreferenced blobs in the bucket.

Reflection Data Detected The amount of reflection data in the bucket (in bytes).

Reflections Expired The number of expired reflections in the bucket.

Actions History provides a graphic display of the unreferenced blob and reflection data.

If the Current filter (default) is selected, the History button displays the data
for the last 24 hours. History data is kept for 60 days.

Monitor system health
You can monitor system health from the ECS Portal Monitor > System Health page.

The System Health page has the following tabs:

l Hardware Health: View data about the status of nodes and disks.

l Process Health: View data about the status of the NIC, CPU, and memory.

l Node Rebalancing: View data about the status of node rebalancing operations.

Monitor hardware health
You can use the Hardware Health tab to obtain the health of disks and nodes.

The Hardware Health tab is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > System
Health > Hardware Health. Hardware health is described by the following states:

l Good: The node is in normal operating condition.

l Suspect: Either the node is transitioning from good to bad because of decreasing
hardware metrics, or there is a problem with a lower-level hardware component, or
the hardware is not detectable by the system because of connectivity problems.

l Bad: The node needs replacement.

Disks states have the following meanings:

l Good: The system is actively reading from and writing to the disk.

l Suspect: The system no longer writes to the disk but will read from it. Note that
"swarms" of suspect disks are likely caused by connectivity problems at a node.
These disks will transition back to Good when the connectivity issues clear up.

l Bad: The system neither reads from nor writes to the disk. Replace the disk. Once
a disk has been identified as bad by the ECS system, it cannot be reused anywhere
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in the ECS system. Because of ECS data protection, when a disk fails, copies of
the data that was once on the disk are recreated on other disks in the system. A
bad disk only represents a loss of capacity to the system--not a loss of data. When
the disk is replaced, the new disk does not have data restored to it. It simply
becomes raw capacity for the system.

l Missing: The disk is a known disk that is currently unreachable. The disk may be
transitioning between states, disconnected, or pulled.

l Removed: The disk is one that the system has completed recovery on and
removed from the storage engine's list of valid disks.

l Not Accessible: If a node is currently not accessible, then all its disks will have this
status. It indicates the actual status of the disk is not available to ECS.

Note

The Current filter displays the latest available values. A date-time range filter displays
average values over the specified range. Value data is kept for 60 days.

Procedure

1. Select Monitor > System Health and select the Hardware Health tab.

By default the Offline Nodes subtab displays. This table may be empty if all
nodes are online. Similarly, the Offline Disks subtab may be empty if all disks
are online.

2. Select the Offline Nodes and Offline Disks subtabs to view a summary.

3. Select the All Nodes and Disks subtab to drill down to nodes and disks.

4. Click the node name to drill down to its disk health page.

Note

The Slot Info value always matches the physical slot ID in ECS U-Series, C-
Series, and D-Series Appliances. This makes Slot Info useful for quickly locating
a disk during disk replacement service. Some Certified Hardware installations
with ECS Software may not report useful or reliable data for Slot Info.

Monitor process health
You can use the Process Health tab to obtain metrics that can help assess the health
of the VDC, node, or node process.

The Process Health tab is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > System
Health > Process Health.

Note

The Current filter displays the latest available values. A date-time range filter displays
average values over the specified range. Value data is kept for 60 days.

Table 10 VDC, node, and process health metrics

Metric label Level Description

Avg. NIC Bandwidth VDC and Node Average bandwidth of the network interface controller
hardware used by the selected VDC or node.
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Table 10 VDC, node, and process health metrics (continued)

Metric label Level Description

Avg. CPU Usage (%) VDC and Node Average percentage of the CPU hardware used by the
selected VDC or node.

Avg. Memory Usage VDC and Node Average usage of the aggregate memory available to the
VDC or node.

Relative NIC (%) VDC and Node Percentage of the available bandwidth of the network
interface controller hardware used by the selected VDC or
node.

Relative Memory (%) VDC and Node Percentage of the memory used relative to the memory
available to the selected VDC or node.

CPU (%) Process Percentage of the node's CPU used by the process. The
list of processes tracked is not the complete list of
processes running on the node. Therefore, the sum of the
CPU used by the processes is not equal to the CPU usage
shown for the node.

Memory Usage Process The memory used by the process.

Relative Memory (%) Process Percentage of the memory used relative to the memory
available to the process.

Avg. # Thread Process Average number of threads used by the process.

Last Restart Process The last time the process restarted on the node.

Actions All History provides a graphic display of the data.

If the Current filter is selected, History displays default
history for the last 24 hours.

Table 11 ECS processes

Process Description

Blob Service (blobsvc) Manages the following tables: Object (OB), Listing (LS), and Repo Chunk
Reference (RR).

Chunk Manager (cm) Manages the following tables: Chunk (CT), Btree Reference (BR). Provides
the logic to handle various events based on the chunk's current state and
decide which state to transition to next.

Directory Table Query (dtquery) Provides REST APIs to get Directory Table (DT) details.

GeoReceiver (georeceiver) Receives requests for chunks in the current VDC that are not owned by the
current VDC (secondary chunks). It then requests Chunk Manager to start
an operation to track the copy chunk creation and select three replicas. The
GeoReceiver process then writes the datastream to the three instances. On
successful completion, it directs Chunk Manager to commit the copy chunk.

Head Service (headsvc) Manages object head protocols: S3, OpenStack Swift, EMC Atmos, CAS,
and HDFS.

Metering (metering) Manages the following tables: Metering Aggregate (MA) and Metering Raw
(MR).
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Table 11 ECS processes (continued)

Process Description

Object Control Service (objcontrolsvc) Provides REST APIs for configuring the ECS cluster, managing ECS
resources, and monitoring the system.

Provision Service (provisionsvc) Manages the provisioning of storage resources and user access. It handles
user management, authorization, and authentication for all provisioning
requests, resource management, and multi-tenancy support.

Resource Service (resourcesvc) Manages the following tables: Resource Table (RT) which handles replication
groups, buckets, users, namespace information and so on.

Record Manager (rm) Manages PR (Partition Record) table (journal region).

Storage Service Manager (ssm) Manages the following tables: Storage Space (SS) which contain disk block
usage and disk to chunk mapping. Interacts with one or more Storage
Servers and manages the active/free chunks on the corresponding servers.
Directs I/O operations to the disks.

Statistics Service (statsvc) Tracks various information on storage processes. These statistics can be
used to monitor the system.

VNest (vnest) Provides distributed synchronization and group services. A subset of data
nodes will be group members responsible for serving the key/value requests.
VNest services running on other nodes will listen for configuration updates
and be ready to be added to the group.

Procedure

1. Locate the table row for the target VDC.

2. To drill down to a table with rows for each node in the VDC, select the VDC
name.

3. To drill down to a table with rows for each process running on the node, select a
node endpoint.

4. To display data graphically, select the History button for the target VDC, node,
or process.

Monitor node rebalancing status
Use the Node Rebalancing tab to monitor the status of data rebalancing operations
when nodes are added to, or removed from, a cluster. Node rebalancing is enabled by
default at installation. Contact your customer support representative to disable or
reenable this feature.

Before you begin

Access the Node Rebalancing tab from the ECS Portal at Monitor > System
Health > Node Rebalancing. Amounts are shown in bytes (B).

Note

The Current filter displays the latest available values. A date-time range filter displays
average values over the specified range. Value data is kept for 60 days.

A series of interactive graphs shows the amount of data rebalanced, pending
rebalancing, and the rate of rebalancing data in bytes over a period of time.
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Rebalance data Description

Data Rebalanced Amount of data that has been rebalanced.

Pending Rebalancing Amount of data that is in the rebalance queue but has not been rebalanced yet.

Rate of Rebalance (per day) The incremental amount of data that was rebalanced during a specific time period.
The default time period is one day.

Monitor transactions
You can monitor requests and network performance for VDCs and nodes from the
Monitor > Transactions page.

The Transactions page has two tabs:

l Requests: monitor data requests and failure rates for VDCs and nodes.

l Performance: monitor network performance for VDCs and nodes.

Monitor requests
You can use the Requests tab to monitor network traffic.

The Requests tab is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > Transactions >
Requests and provides information about request rates and errors from the ECS
object heads (S3, OpenStack Swift, EMC Atmos, CAS, and so on). Information is
available at the VDC and node level.

Table 12 Request metrics

Metric label Description

VDC The name of the VDC. Click to drill down to request metrics by node.

Successful Requests The number of data requests from all object heads that were successfully
completed.

System Failures The number of data requests from all object heads classified as system
failures. System failures are failed requests associated with hardware or
service errors (typically an HTTP error code of 5xx).

User Failures The number of data requests from all object heads classified as user failures.
User failures are known error types originating from the object heads
(typically an HTTP error code of 4xx).

Failures % Rate The percentage of failures in the VDC or node.

Metric label Description

Total Requests The number of requests for the VDC.

Total Failures The number of failed requests for the VDC.

Metric label Description

Code An HTTP error code.

Type The type of failure: System or User.

Head An ECS object head.
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Metric label Description

Failures with this code The number of failures associated with the specified HTTP code.

Failures % Rate The percent of failures associated with the HTTP error code.

Procedure

1. Select Monitor > Transactions and select the Requests tab.

2. Locate the target VDC name.

3. To show data for a node, select the VDC name to drill down to the nodes table
and then select a node to show complete data for that node.

4. To apply a filter or sort the table, click on a column name.

Note

The Current filter displays the values for the last 24 hours. A date-time range
filter displays the total request values over the specified range.
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Monitor performance
You can use the Performance tab to obtain network traffic metrics at the VDC or the
individual node level.

The Performance tab is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > Transactions >
Performance.

Note

The Current filter is selected by default and displays the latest available values. A
Date Time Range filter displays average values over a selected range or over a
custom time range.

Table 13 Network traffic metrics

Metric label Description

VDC The name of the VDC. Click to see the performance for each node.

Read Latency (ms) Average latency for reads in milliseconds. Read latency value is calculated as
time to first byte. Latency value indicates the request processing time on the
node, it does not include data transfer.

Write Latency (ms) Average latency for writes in milliseconds. Write latency value is calculated as
time from last byte to transaction complete. Latency value indicates the
request processing time on the node, it does not include data transfer.

Read Bandwidth Bandwidth for reads.

Write Bandwidth Bandwidth for writes.

Read Transactions (per second) Read transactions per second.

Write Transactions (per second) Write transactions per second.

Actions History provides a graphic display of the data.

If the Current filter is selected, the History button displays default history
for the last 24 hours.

Procedure

1. Select Monitor > Transactions > Performance.

2. Locate the target VDC name.

3. To drill down to the nodes display, select the VDC name.

4. To display the performance data graphically, select the History button for the
target VDC or node.
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Figure 11 Network traffic charts for a VDC

Monitor recovery status
You can use the Recovery Status page to monitor the data recovered by the system.

The Recovery Status page is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > Recovery
Status. Recovery is the process of rebuilding data after any local condition that
results in bad data (chunks). This table includes one row for each storage pool in the
local VDC.
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Note

The Current filter displays the latest available values. A date-time range filter displays
average values over the specified range.

Table 14 Recovery metrics

Column Description

Storage Pool The storage pools for the current VDC.

Amount of Data to be Recovered With the Current filter selected, this is the logical size of the data yet to be
recovered.

When a historical period is selected as the filter, the meaning of Total
Amount Data to be Recovered is the average amount of data pending
recovery during the selected period of time.

For example, if the first hourly snapshot of the data showed 400 GB of data
to be recovered in a historical time period and every other snapshot showed
0 GB waiting to be recovered, the value of this field would be 400 GB divided
by the total number of hourly snapshots in the period.

Recovery Rate Rate at which data is being recovered in the specified storage pool.

Time to Completion Estimated time to complete the recovery, extrapolated from the current
recovery rate.

Actions History provides a graphical display of the data.

If the Current filter is selected, the History button displays default history
for the last 24 hours.

Procedure

1. Select Monitor > Recovery Status.

2. Locate the table row for the target storage pool.

3. To show the recovery status history graph, select the History button.
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Monitor disk bandwidth
You can use the Disk Bandwidth page to monitor the disk usage metrics at the VDC or
individual node level.

The Disk Bandwidth page is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > Disk
Bandwidth. There is one row for read and another for write for each VDC or node. By
default, the History charts show data for the last 24 hours.

Note

The Current filter displays the latest available values. A date-time range filter displays
average values over the specified range.

Table 15 Disk Bandwidth metrics

Metric label Description

VDC The VDC that the bandwidth data relates to.

Read or Write Indicates whether the row describes read data or write data.

Nodes The number of nodes in the VDC. You can click on the nodes number to see
the disk bandwidth metrics for each node. There is no Nodes column when
you have drilled down into the Nodes display for a VDC.

Total Total disk bandwidth used for either read or write operations.

Hardware Recovery Rate at which disk bandwidth is used to recover data after a hardware
failure.

Erasure Encoding Rate at which disk bandwidth is used in system erasure coding operations.
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Table 15 Disk Bandwidth metrics (continued)

Metric label Description

XOR Rate at which disk bandwidth is used in the system's XOR data protection
operations. Note that XOR operations occur for systems with three or more
sites (VDCs).

Consistency Checker Rate at which disk bandwidth is used to check for inconsistencies between
protected data and its replicas.

Geo Rate at which disk bandwidth is used to support geo replication operations.

User Traffic Rate at which disk bandwidth is used by object users.

Actions History provides a graphic display of the data.

If the Current filter is selected, the History button displays default history
for the last 24 hours.

Procedure

1. Select Monitor > Disk Bandwidth.

2. Locate the target VDC name and either the Read or Write table row for that
VDC.

3. To show data for nodes, select Nodes Count to drill down to a table with rows
for the nodes in the VDC.

4. To display the disk bandwidth history charts, select the History button for the
VDC or node.
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Figure 12 Disk Bandwidth

Introduction to geo-replication monitoring
You can use the Geo Replication page to monitor the replication of data across the
VDCs that make up a replication group.

The Geo Replication page is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > Geo
Replication and provides four tabs:

l Rate and Chunks

l Recovery Point Objective (RPO)

l Failover Processing

l Bootstrap Processing
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Monitor geo replication: Rate and Chunks
You can use the Rate and Chunks tab to obtain metrics about the network traffic for
geo-replication and the chunks waiting for replication by a replication group or remote
VDC.

The Rate and Chunks tab is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > Geo
Replication > Rate and Chunks.

Table 16 Rate and Chunks columns

Column Description

Replication Group Lists the replication groups of which this VDC is a member. Click a
replication group to see a table of remote VDCs in the replication group and

their statistics. Click the Replication Groups link above the table to return
to the default view.

Write Traffic The current rate of writes to all remote VDCs or individual remote VDC in the
replication group.

Read Traffic The current rate of reads to all remote VDCs or individual remote VDC in the
replication group.

User Data Pending Replication The total logical size of user data waiting for replication for the replication
group or remote VDC.

Metadata Pending Replication The total logical size of metadata waiting for replication for the replication
group or remote VDC.

Data Pending XOR The total logical size of all data waiting to be processed by the XOR
compression algorithm in the local VDC for the replication group or remote
VDC.

Figure 13 Geo replication: Rate and Chunks

Monitor geo replication: Recovery Point Objective (RPO)
You can use the RPO tab to view the recovery point objective for a replication group
and its remote VDCs. The RPO refers to the point in time in the past to which you can
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recover. The value presented is the oldest data at risk of being lost if a local VDC fails
before replication is complete.

The RPO tab is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > Geo Replication > RPO.

Table 17 RPO columns

Column Description

Remote Replication Group\Remote VDC At the VDC level, lists all remote replication groups of which the local VDC is
a member. At the replication group level, this column lists the remote VDCs
in the replication group.

Overall RPO The recent time period for which data might be lost in the event of a local
VDC failure.

Figure 14 RPO

Monitor geo replication: Failover Processing
You can use the Failover Processing tab to view the metrics on the process to
rereplicate data following permanent failure of a remote VDC.

The Failover Processing tab is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > Geo
Replication > Failover Processing.

Table 18 Failover columns

Field Description

Replication Group Lists the replication groups that the local VDC is a member of.

Failed VDC Identifies a failed VDC that is part of the replication group.

User Data Pending Re-replication When a VDC fails, user data chunks replicated to the failed VDC have to be
re-replicated to a different VDC. This field reports the logical size of all user
data (repository) chunks waiting re-replication to a different VDC.

Metadata Pending Re-replication When a VDC fails, metadata chunks replicated to the failed VDC have to be
re-replicated to a different VDC. This field reports the logical size of all
metadata chunks waiting re-replication to a different VDC.

Data Pending XOR Decoding Shows the count and total logical size of chunks waiting to be retrieved by
the XOR compression scheme.

Failover State l BLIND_REPLAY_DONE

l REPLICATION_CHECK_DONE: The process that makes sure that all
replication chunks are in an acceptable state and replication has
completed successfully.
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Table 18 Failover columns (continued)

Field Description

l CONSISTENCY_CHECK_DONE: The process that makes sure that all
system metadata is fully consistent with other replicated data and has
completed successfully.

l ZONE_SYNC_DONE: The synchronization of the failed VDC has
completed successfully.

l ZONE_BOOTSTRAP_DONE: The bootstrap process on the failed VDC
has completed successfully.

l ZONE_FAILOVER_DONE: The failover process has completed
successfully.

Failover Progress A percentage indicator for the overall status of the failover process.

Figure 15 Failover

Monitor geo replication: Bootstrap Processing
You can use the Bootstrap Processing tab to monitor the copying of user data and
metadata to a VDC that has been added to a replication group.

The Bootstrap Processing tab is accessed from the ECS Portal at Monitor > Geo
Replication > Bootstrap Processing.

Table 19 Bootstrap Processing columns

Column Description

Replication Group This column provides the list of replication groups of which the local VDC is a
member and that are adding new VDCs. Each row provides metrics for the
specified replication group.

Added VDC The VDC being added to the specified replication group.

User Data Pending Replication The logical size of all user data (repository) chunks waiting for replication to
the new VDC.

Metadata Pending Replication The logical size of all system metadata waiting for replication to the new
VDC.
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Table 19 Bootstrap Processing columns (continued)

Column Description

Bootstrap State The bootstrap state. Can be:

l BTreeScan

l ReplicateBTree

l ReplicateBTreeMarker

l ReplicateJournal

l Done

Bootstrap Progress (%) The completion percent of the entire bootstrap process.

Figure 16 Bootstrap Processing

Cloud hosted VDC monitoring

ECS provides support for identifying when a site is hosted or on-premise and the ECS
Management REST API provides support for retrieving information about the
utilization and performance of hosted sites.

Where an ECS system includes a hosted site, the ECS Portal displays a top-level
Cloud menu that enables administrators to see how the hosted sites are used as part
of replication groups and to view the traffic to and from the hosted site in terms of
bandwidth utilization and latency. The portal displays also show the traffic to and from
on-premise sites to allow comparison with hosted sites traffic.

The Cloud menu is not shown if the ECS system uses only on-premise sites.

Cloud topology
You can use the Cloud topology summary information to see how the ECS system is
making use of hosted VDCs.

The Cloud > Topology page shows the hosted VDCs that are part of an ECS
federated system, and shows the relationship between the hosted VDC and any on-
premise VDCs.
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Cloud Hosted VDCs
The Cloud Hosted VDCs table shows the hosted VDCs that are present in the ECS
system. Currently ECS supports a single hosted site.

Related On-Premise VDCs
The Related On-Premise VDCs table shows the on-premise VDCs that are part of the
ECS federation.

Related Replication Groups
The Related Replication Groups table shows the replication groups that contain a
storage pool contributed by a selected hosted VDC. The Hosted VDC is selected in the
Cloud Hosted VDC table.

A primary use case for using a hosted VDC is the Passive configuration in which the
hosted VDC provides a site for replication data but cannot be used as an active site by
users. However, where the active operation of the hosted VDC is allowed, the hosted
VDC can be included in replication groups where the type is Passive.

The table shows the replication group type and the VDC storage pools that are
contributing to the replication group, at least one of which will be a hosted VDC.

Cloud replication traffic
You can use the cloud replication traffic information is to see the performance of
hosted VDCs and compare with on-premise VDCs.

The Cloud > Replication page shows replication traffic by VDC and by replication
group.
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Note

The Current filter displays the latest available values. A date-time range filter displays
average values over the specified range.

Virtual Data Centers
The Virtual Data Centers tab shows each VDC, both hosted or on-premise, and
provides aggregated traffic figures for all replication groups associated with a VDC.

Table 20 Replication traffic by VDC

Attribute Description

Read Latency The average latency in milliseconds for reads from all replication groups associated
with the selected VDC.

Write Latency The average latency in milliseconds for writes to all replication groups associated
with the selected VDC.

Read Bandwidth The bandwidth utilized by reads from all replication groups associated with the
selected VDC.

Write Bandwidth The bandwidth utilized by writes from all replication groups associated with the
selected VDC.

Replication Groups
The Replication Groups tab shows each replication group and provides traffic data
for a VDC for each replication group that it contributes to. A VDC might have a
storage pool that is in more than one replication group, and this display allows you to
see the traffic associated with each replication group.
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Table 21 Replication traffic by replication group

Attribute Description

Read Latency The average latency in milliseconds for reads from the selected VDC that relate to
the specified replication group.

Write Latency The average latency in milliseconds for writes to the selected VDC that relate to
the specified replication group.

Read Bandwidth The bandwidth utilized by reads from the from the selected VDC that relate to the
specified replication group.

Write Bandwidth The bandwidth utilized by writes to the selected VDC that relate to the specified
replication group.
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About event monitoring
You can view the available event monitoring messages (audit and alert) from the ECS
Portal.

The Monitor > Events page has two tabs:

l Audit: All activity by users working with the portal, the ECS REST APIs, and the
ECS CLI. Other audit types include upgrade activities.

l Alerts: Alerts raised by the ECS system.

Event data through the ECS Portal is limited to 30 days. If you need to keep event
data for longer periods, consider using the ViPR SRM product.

Monitor audit data
Use the Monitor > Events > Audit tab to view and manage audit data.

See the List of audit messages.

Procedure

1. Select the Audit tab.

2. Optionally, select Filter.

3. Specify a Date Time Range and adjust the From and To fields and time fields.
When creating a custom date-time range, select Current Time to use the
current date and time as the end of your range.

4. Select a Namespace.

5. Click Apply.

Note

The newest audit messages appear at the top of the table.

Audit messages
List of the audit messages generated by ECS.

Table 22 ECS audit messages

Service Audit item Audit message

Alert sent_alert Alert \"${alertMessage}\" with symptom code $
{symptomCode} triggered

Auth Provider new_authentication_provider_added New authentication provider ${resourceId} added

Auth Provider authentication_provider_deleted Authentication provider ${resourceId} deleted

Auth Provider authentication_provider_updated Existing Authentication provider ${resourceId} updated

Bucket bucket_created Bucket ${resourceId} has been created

Bucket bucket_deleted Bucket ${resourceId} has been deleted

Bucket bucket_updated Bucket ${resourceId} has been updated
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Table 22 ECS audit messages (continued)

Service Audit item Audit message

Bucket bucket_ACL_set Bucket ${resourceId} ACLs have changed

Bucket bucket_owner_changed Owner of ${resourceId} bucket has changed

Bucket bucket_versioning_set Versioning has been enabled on ${resourceId} bucket

Bucket bucket_versioning_unset Versioning has been suspended on ${resourceId} bucket

Bucket bucket_versioning_source_set Bucket ${resourceId} versioning source set

Bucket bucket_metadata_set Metadata on ${resourceId} bucket has been changed

Bucket bucket_head_metadata_set Bucket ${resourceId} head metadata set

Bucket bucket_expiration_policy_set Bucket ${resourceId} expiration policy has updated

Bucket bucket_expiration_policy_deleted Bucket ${resourceId} expiration policy has been deleted

Bucket bucket_cors_config_set Bucket ${resourceId} CORS rules have been changed

Bucket bucket_cors_config_deleted Bucket ${resourceId} CORS rules have been deleted

Bucket notification_size_exceeded_on_bucket Notification size has been exceeded on ${resourceId} bucket

Bucket block_size_exceeded_on_bucket Block size has been exceeded on ${resourceId} bucket

Bucket bucket_set_quota Bucket ${resourceId} quota has been updated with
notification size as ${notificationSize} and block size as $
{blockSize}

Bucket bucket_policy_created Bucket ${resourceId} policy has been created

Bucket bucket_policy_updated Bucket ${resourceId} policy has been updated

Bucket bucket_policy_deleted Bucket ${resourceId} policy has been deleted

Cluster cluster_set Cluster id ${resourceId} has been set

Fabric InstallerServiceOperation[kind=
INSTALLER_SERVICE_
OPERATION,
host=${hostName},
timestamp=${timestamp},
operationType=${operation},
args=${arguments of operation},
status=SUCCEEDED,
fqdn=${fqdn of host},
version=${installer version}]

Fabric NodeMaintenanceMode[kind=
NodeMaintenanceMode,
timestamp=${timestamp},
agentId=${agendId},
fqdn=${fqdn},
status=${MaintenanceStatus}]

License user_added_license License ${resourceId} has been added
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Table 22 ECS audit messages (continued)

Service Audit item Audit message

License managed_capacity_exceeded Managed capacity has exceeded licensed ${resourceId}
capacity

License license_expired License ${resourceId} has expired

Local user domain_group_mapping_created Domain group ${resourceId} to ${roles} role(s) mapping is
added

Local user domain_group_mapping_created_no_roles Domain group ${resourceId} without role mappings is added

Local user domain_group_mapping_updated Domain group ${resourceId} roles mapping is changed to $
{roles} role(s)

Local user domain_group_mapping_updated_no_roles All roles of domain group ${resourceId} mapping have been
removed

Local user domain_user_mapping_created Domain user ${resourceId} to ${roles} role(s) mapping is
added

Local user domain_user_mapping_created_no_roles Domain user ${resourceId} without role mappings is added

Local user domain_user_mapping_deleted Domain user ${resourceId} mapping is removed

Local user domain_user_mapping_updated Domain user ${resourceId} role mapping is changed to $
{roles} role(s)

Local user domain_user_mapping_updated_no_roles All roles of domain user ${resourceId} mapping have been
removed

Local user local_user_created Management user ${resourceId} with ${roles} role(s)has
been created

Local user local_user_created_no_roles Management user ${resourceId} without roles has been
created

Local user local_user_deleted Management user ${resourceId} has been deleted

Local user local_user_password_changed Credential of management user ${resourceId} has changed

Local user local_user_updated Roles of management user ${resourceId} have been changed
to ${roles}

Local user local_user_roles_updated_no_roles All roles of management user ${resourceId} have been
removed

Locked vdc_lock_successful VDC lock was successful

Locked vdc_lock_failed VDC lock failed

Locked node_lock_successful Lock successful for node ${resourceId}

Locked node_lock_failed Lock failed for node ${resourceId}

Locked node_unlock_successful Unlock successful for node ${resourceId}

Locked node_unlock_failed Unlock failed for node ${resourceId}

Login login_successful User ${resourceId} logged in successfully

Login login_failed User ${resourceId} failed to login

Login user_token_logout User logged out token ${resourceId}
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Table 22 ECS audit messages (continued)

Service Audit item Audit message

Login user_logout All user tokens have logged out

Namespace block_size_exceeded_on_namespace Block size has been exceeded on ${resourceId} namespace

Namespace namespace_admin_group_mappings_update
d

Namespace ${resourceId} admin group mappings updated to
following groups: ${groups}

Namespace namespace_admin_group_mappings_update
d_no_groups

Namespace ${resourceId} admin groups mappings updated
to an empty list

Namespace namespace_admin_user_mappings_updated Namespace ${resourceId} admin mappings updated to
following users: ${admins}

Namespace namespace_admin_user_mappings_updated
_no_admins

Namespace ${resourceId} admin mappings updated to an
empty list

Namespace namespace_created Namespace ${resourceId} has been created

Namespace namespace_deleted Namespace ${resourceId} has been deleted

Namespace namespace_updated Namespace ${resourceId} has been updated

Namespace notification_size_exceeded_on_namespace Notification size has been exceeded on ${resourceId}
namespace

NFS ugmapping_created ${type} mapping ${ugMappingName} --> ${resourceId} has
been created

NFS ugmapping_deleted ${type} mapping ${ugMappingName} --> ${resourceId} has
been deleted

NFS export_created Export with export path ${exportPath} has been created

NFS export_deleted Export with export path ${exportPath} has been deleted

NFS export_updated Export with export path ${exportPath} has been updated

Replication
Group

replication_group_created Replication Group ${resourceId} has been created

Replication
Group

replication_group_updated Replication Group ${resourceId} has been updated

Security command_exec_insufficient_permission Attempt to execute a command ${command} from ${host}
without right permissions

SNMP snmp_v2_target_created SNMP target ${snmpTarget} with Community '$
{community}' is added

SNMP snmp_v3_target_created SNMP target ${snmpTarget} with Username '${username}',
Authentication(${authProtocol}) and Privacy($
{privProtocol})

SNMP snmp_target_deleted SNMP target ${snmpTarget} is deleted

SNMP snmp_engineid_updated SNMP agent EngineID is set to ${engineId}

SNMP snmp_v2_target_updated SNMP target ${oldSnmpTarget} is updated as $
{newSnmpTarget} with Community string ${community}
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Table 22 ECS audit messages (continued)

Service Audit item Audit message

SNMP snmp_v3_target_updated SNMP target ${oldSnmpTarget} is updated as $
{newSnmpTarget} with Username ${username},
Authentication(${authProtocol}) and Privacy($
{privProtocol})

Storage Pool storage_pool_created Storage Pool ${resourceId} has been created

Storage Pool storage_pool_deleted Storage Pool ${resourceId} has been deleted

Storage Pool storage_pool_updated Storage Pool ${resourceId} has been updated

Syslog syslog_server_added Syslog server ${protocol}://${host}:${port} with severity $
{severity} is added into the configuration

Syslog syslog_server_updated Syslog server ${old_protocol}://${old_host}:${old_port} is
updated to ${protocol}://${host}:${port} with severity $
{severity} in the configuration

Syslog syslog_server_deleted Syslog server ${protocol}://${host}:${port} is removed
from the configuration

Transformation transformation_created_message Transformation created

Transformation transformation_updated_message Transformation updated

Transformation transformation_pre_check_started_message Transformation precheck started

Transformation transformation_enumeration_started_messa
ge

Transformation enumeration started

Transformation transformation_indexing_started_message Transformation indexing started

Transformation transformation_migration_started_message Transformation migration started

Transformation transformation_recovery_migration_started_
message

Transformation recovery migration started

Transformation transformation_reconciliation_started_messa
ge

Transformation reconciliation started

Transformation transformation_sources_updated_message Transformation sources updated

Transformation transformation_deleted_message Transformation deleted

Transformation transformation_retried_message Transformation %s retried

Transformation transformation_canceled_message Transformation %s canceled

Transformation transformation_profile_mappings_updated_
message

Transformation profile mappings updated

User user_created Object user ${resourceId} has been created

User user_deleted Object user ${resourceId} has been deleted

User user_set_password New password has been set for object user ${resourceId}

User user_delete_password Password has been deleted for object user ${resourceId}

User user_set_metadata New metadata has been set for object user ${resourceId}

User user_locked Object user ${resourceId} has been locked
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Table 22 ECS audit messages (continued)

Service Audit item Audit message

User user_unlocked Object user ${resourceId} has been unlocked

User user_set_user_tag User Tag has been set for object user ${resourceId}

User user_delete_user_tag User Tag has been deleted for object user ${resourceId}

Monitor alerts
You can use the Monitor > Events > Alerts tab to view and manage system alerts.

See the list of alert messages.

Alert message Severity labels have the following meanings:

l Critical: Messages about conditions that require immediate attention.

l Error: Messages about error conditions that report either a physical failure or a
software failure.

l Warning: Messages about less than optimal conditions.

l Info: Routine status messages.

Procedure

1. Select Alerts.

2. Optionally, click Filter.

3. Select your filters. The alerts filter adds filtering by Severity and Type, as well
as an option to Show Acknowledged Alerts, which retains the display of an
alert even after it has been acknowledged by the user. When creating a custom
date-time range, select Current Time to use the current date and time as the
end of your range.

Alert types must be entered exactly as described in the following table:

Table 23 Alert types

Alert Type (type exactly as
shown)

Description

Fabric Raised when system issues detected.

Geo Raised for geo-replication alerts.

License Raised for license, capacity, or capacity entitlement exceeded alerts.

Notify Raised for miscellaneous alerts.

Quota Raised when soft or hard quota limits are exceeded (SoftQuotaLimitExceeded or
HardQuotaLimitExceeded) for a bucket or for a namespace.

RPO Raised when the recovery point objective (RPO) is greater than the RPO threshold.

Capacity Alerting Raised when the storage pool's remaining capacity reaches a set threshold.

Capacity License Threshold Raised if the system capacity is greater than the licensed capacity.

CHUNK_NOT_FOUND Raised when chunk data is not found.
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Table 23 Alert types (continued)

Alert Type (type exactly as
shown)

Description

DTSTATUS_RECENT_FAILURE Raised when the status of a data table is bad.

Table 24 ESRS dial home types

Alert Type (type exactly as
shown)

Description

TestDialHome Raised to test that ESRS connections can be established and that the call home functionality
works.

4. Select a Namespace.

5. Click Apply.

6. Next to each event, click the Acknowledge Alert button to acknowledge and
dismiss the message. Messages that have previously acknowledged will display
when the Show Acknowledged Alerts filter option is selected, but the
Acknowledge Alert button will not appear for these rows.

7. You can click the Description of an alert, when it is formatted as a link, to be
taken to a relevant page in the portal.

Alert messages
List of the alert messages used by ECS.

Alert message Severity labels have the following meanings:

l Critical: Messages about conditions that require immediate attention.

l Error: Messages about error conditions that report either a physical failure or a
software failure.

l Warning: Messages about less than optimal conditions.

l Info: Routine status messages.

Table 25 ECS Object alert messages

Alert Severity Symptom
code

Sent to... Message Description

Bucket hard
quota

Error 1006 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

HardQuotaLimitExceed
ed: bucket
{bucket_name}

Bucket soft
quota

Warning 1008 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

SoftQuotaLimitExceede
d: bucket
{bucket_name}

Capacity
alerting

Warning

Error

Critical

1111

1112

1113

Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Storage pool {Storage
pool} has {id}%
remaining capacity
meeting threshold of
{id}%.

The severity of the alert
depends on how close the
remaining storage pool
capacity is to reaching the
configured threshold.
Capacity alerting is not set by
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Table 25 ECS Object alert messages (continued)

Alert Severity Symptom
code

Sent to... Message Description

default: you must set capacity
alerts in order to receive
them. You can set them by
editing an existing storage
pool or when you create a
new storage pool.

Capacity
exceeded
threshold

Warning 1100 Portal, API,
ESRS, SNMP
Trap, Syslog

Used Capacity of the
VDC exceeded
configured threshold,
current usage is
{usage}%

The configured threshold is
set at 80% of the Used
Capacity of the VDC by
default.

CAUTION

If the used capacity reaches
90% you will no longer be
able to write or modify
object data.

Contact your customer
support representative to
determine the appropriate
solution.

Capacity license
threshold

Error 997 Portal, API,
ESRS, Trap,
Syslog

Licensed Capacity
Entitlement Exceeded
Event

The capacity of the system is
greater than was licensed.

Chunk not
found

Error 1004 Portal, API,
ESRS, SNMP
Trap, Syslog

chunkId {chunkId} not
found

Disabled CAS
GC

Info

Warning

Error

Critical

1316

1317

1318

1319

Portal, API,
ESRS, SNMP,
Trap, Syslog

CAS Processing is
paused.

CAS GC is Content
Addressable Storage Garbage
Collection.
CAS GC is disabled.

DT init failure Error 3001 Portal, API,
ESRS, SNMP
Trap, Syslog

There are more than
{number} DTs failed or
DT stats check failed in
last {number} rounds of
DT status check

DT is a directory table.
The default value is set at 8
DTs for this alert to trigger.

License
expiration

Info 998 Portal, API,
ESRS, SNMP
Trap, Syslog

Expiration event

License
registration

Info 100 Portal, API,
ESRS, SNMP
Trap, Syslog

Registration Event
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Table 25 ECS Object alert messages (continued)

Alert Severity Symptom
code

Sent to... Message Description

Namespace
hard quota

Error 1005 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

HardQuotaLimitExceed
ed: Namespace
{namespace}

Namespace soft
quota

Warning 1009 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

SoftQuotaLimitExceede
d: Namespace
{namespace}

Notification Any Any User-defined message. Custom message defined and
provided by the user.

RPO Warning 1012 Portal, API,
ESRS, Trap,
Syslog

RPO for replication
group {RG} is {HH}
hour {SS} seconds
greater than {HH} hour
threshold set.

The recovery point objective
(RPO) is greater than the
RPO threshold. The default
value is one hour.

Slow CAS GC
Object Cleanup

Info

Warning

Error

Critical

1312

1313

1314

1315

Portal, API,
ESRS, SNMP,
Trap, Syslog

CAS Processing object
cleanup speed is slow.

CAS GC cleanup tasks are
lagging.

Slow CAS GC
Reference
Collection

Info

Warning

Error

Critical

1308

1309

1310

1311

Portal, API,
ESRS, SNMP,
Trap, Syslog

CAS Processing
reference collection
speed is slow.

CAS GC reference collection
tasks are lagging.

Slow Journal
Parsing

Info

Warning

Error

Critical

1304

1305

1306

1307

Portal, API,
ESRS, SNMP,
Trap, Syslog

Journal parsing speed is
slow.

Journal parsing speed is slow.

VDC in TSO Critical 1007 Portal, API ,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Site {vdc} is marked as
temporarily unavailable

TSO is a temporary site
outage.

Table 26 ECS Fabric alert messages

Alert Severity Symptom
code

Sent to... Message Description

Disk added Info 2019 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Disk
{diskSerialNumber} on
node {fqdn} was added

Disk was added

Disk failure Critical 2002 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog, ESRS

Disk
{diskSerialNumber} on
node {fqdn} has failed

Health of disk changed to
BAD
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Table 26 ECS Fabric alert messages (continued)

Alert Severity Symptom
code

Sent to... Message Description

Disk good Info 2025 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Disk
{diskSerialNumber} on
node {fqdn} was
revived

Disk was revived

Disk mounted Info 2035 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Disk
{diskSerialNumber} on
node {fqdn} has
mounted

Disk was mounted

Disk removed Info 2020 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Disk
{diskSerialNumber} on
node {fqdn} was
removed

Disk was removed

Disk suspect Error 2003 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog, ESRS

Disk
{diskSerialNumber} on
node {fqdn} has
suspected

Health of disk changed to
SUSPECT

Disk unmounted Warning 2036 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Disk
{diskSerialNumber} on
node {fqdn} has
unmounted

Disk was unmounted

Docker
container
configuration
failure

Critical 2022 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog, ESRS

Container
{containerName}
configuration has failed
on node {fqdn} with
exit code {exitCode}
{happenedOn}

Configure script returned
non-zero exit code.
The configure script is
provided by object and called
by fabric on object container
start-up. This is only
applicable for the object
container.

Docker
container
paused

Warning 2017 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Container
{containerName} has
paused on node {fqdn}

Container paused

Docker
container
running

Info 2016 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Container
{containerName} is up
on node {fqdn}

Container moved to running
state

Docker
container
stopped

Error 2015 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Container
{containerName} has
stopped on node {fqdn}

Container stopped

Net interface
health down

Critical 2023 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog, ESRS

Net interface
{$netInterfaceName}
[ on node $FQDN] is
down[ with ip address
$IP]"

Fabric's net interface is down
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Table 26 ECS Fabric alert messages (continued)

Alert Severity Symptom
code

Sent to... Message Description

Fabric agent
failure

Critical 2013 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

FabricAgent has failed
on node {fqdn}

Fabric agent health is bad

Fabric agent
suspect

Error 2014 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

FabricAgent has
suspected on node
{fqdn}

Fabric agent health is suspect

Net interface
health up

Info 2024 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog, ESRS

Net interface
{$netInterfaceName}
[ on node $FQDN] is
up[ with ip address
$IP]"

Fabric's net interface is up

Net interface
permanent
down

Critical 2026 Portal, API, ESRS Net interface
{$netInterfaceName}
[ on node $FQDN] is
permanently down[ with
ip address $IP]

Net interface is down for at
least 10 minutes

Net interface IP
address
updated

Info 2027 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Net interface's
{netInterfaceName} ip
address on node {fqdn}
was changed to
{newIpAddress}

Fabric's net interface IP
address changed

Node failure Critical 2006 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog, ESRS

Node {fqdn} has failed Node is not reachable for 30
minutes

Node suspect Error 2007 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog, ESRS

Node {fqdn} has
suspected

Node is not reachable for 15
minutes

Node up Info 2018 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog

Node {fqdn} is up Node moved to 'up' state
after it was down for at least
15 minutes

Slot permanent
down

Critical 2021 Portal, API,
SNMP Trap,
Syslog, ESRS

Container
{containerName} is
permanently down on
node {fqdn}

Container stopped/paused or
not started at all for at least
10 minutes

Service failure Critical 2011 Portal, API,
Syslog, ESRS

Service Health Failure
Event

Service failed

Service suspect Error 2012 Portal, API,
Syslog, ESRS

Service Health Suspect
event

Service health is suspect
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Table 27 ESRS alert messages

Alert Severity Symptom
code

Sent to... Description

TestDialHome N/A TestDialHome ESRS Tests that ESRS connections can be established
and that the call home functionality works.
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CHAPTER 4

Examining Service Logs

l ECS service logs................................................................................................ 62
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ECS service logs
Describes the location and content of ECS service logs.

You can access ECS service logs directly by an SSH session on a node. Change to the
following directory: /opt/emc/caspian/fabric/agent/services/object/
main/log. You can also access the logs from the Service Console. The following logs
are provided:

Note

The emcservice user cannot access service logs. When the node is locked using the
platform lockdown feature, a user cannot access service logs. Only an administrator
who has permission to access the node can access the logs.

l authsvc.log: Records information from the authentication service.

l blobsvc*.log: Records aspects of the binary large object service (BLOB)
service.

l cassvc*.log: Records aspects of the CAS service.

l coordinatorsvc.log: Records information from the coordinator service.

l ecsportalsvc.log: Records information from the ECS Portal service.

l eventsvc*.log: Records aspects of the event service. This information is
available in the ECS Portal at Monitor > Events.

l hdfssvc*.log: Records aspects of the HDFS service.

l objcontrolsvc.log: Records information from the object service.

l objheadsvc*.log: Records aspects of the various object heads supported by
the object service.

l provisionsvc*.log: Records aspects of the ECS provisioning service.

l resourcesvc*.log: Records information related to global resources like
namespaces, buckets, object users, etc.

l dataheadsvc-access.log: Records the aspects of the object heads supported
by the object service, the file service supported by HDFS, and the CAS service.
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